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ACT 1

Scene 4

The room has changed - the crib is no longer here

and there is a blanket covered box on the floor -

the bed. SOPHIA lies on the bed, legs spread under

the blanket. A DOCTOR hands over the makeup for

her to apply in between contractions.

SOPHIA

Right. Just got to breathe, got to breathe.

She gasps and holds onto the sides of the box.

DOCTOR

That’s right. I’ll dial up the pain relief.

He walks over to the corner.

DOCTOR

Just don’t forget to smile as well. Maybe try to think

of a good memory.

SOPHIA

A good memory? Let me think.

DOCTOR

How about one with your husband, Mark?

SOPHIA

(uncertain)

Yes...

She gasps again as she puts on the lipstick on.

She puts it on the floor and grabs the side again.

The DOCTOR turns and looks on, concerned.

DOCTOR

Well, you may as well tell me.

SOPHIA sighs and lies back as the painkiller

starts to work. She raises her head softly and

turns her head towards the doctor.

SOPHIA

Why?

He walks around her and applies powder on a brush

to her brow.
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DOCTOR

Your viewers might want to hear it, relate to the

experience. See how positive memories enhance the

birthing process. Especially positive ideals on the

union.

SOPHIA

This will be edited out, right?

DOCTOR

Of course.

There is a loud click and they turn still. The

light changes onto the other half of the stage.

MARK walks on and the DOCTOR walks over through

the screen into the foreground.

MARK

(angrily)

Why are you showing me this now!? I tried so hard to be

a part of this, but...

DOCTOR

What do you mean, "tried"?

MARK

(grimly)

I filled out the form to see if I could see my partner

giving birth. It was denied.

DOCTOR

Haha! As if that was enough. Your role as provider has

already been established. You are not the breeder.You

both have your own tasks to fulfill.

MARK

I wanted to provide support, Doctor. Why the hell was

the form even there?

DOCTOR

What profanity is that?

MARK

What?

DOCTOR

I believe it was used in that manner.

MARK

Just tell me about the... form. Now!
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DOCTOR

Now, now. You don’t want me to press the button. She

was in no real danger. In fact, it’s not her that we’re

worried about. We’re concerned enough with your ability

to carry out your job.

MARK

I’m sorry... why am I being held responsible for

something I wasn’t allowed to be a part of?

DOCTOR

Sophia is unsure. She isn’t meant to be unsure.

MARK

(through gritted teeth)

I don’t know why I couldn’t be there.

DOCTOR

Artistic License. You understand.

[beat]

MARK

You know what, I never quite understood that term.

The DOCTOR stares at him for a long time, until

MARK softens his resolve - he understands.

DOCTOR

I feel that you’re letting your emotions cloud your

judgment.

MARK

I’m - I’m sorry.

DOCTOR

What we want is for the mother-to-be to be calm, Mark.

The viewers want to see the mother, not the father in

this instance. They want to see how thoughts of her

husband can bring her great courage and faith.

MARK

The sight of him would help too -

DOCTOR

That’s what the brief called for. Your partner followed

this brief and now you have brought life into the

world. You’ve been given sustenance for what she has

provided to society. She’s a role model for a reason.

MARK

It’s... hard.
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DOCTOR

Hard to see why?

MARK

No! Not at all. I find it’s hard for me to you know...

support her.

DOCTOR

That’s why I’ve brought you this video. The unedited

part.

MARK

Well, why can’t I see past here? You’ve edited out her

reactions!

[beat]

DOCTOR

You want to see the actual labour?

MARK

Yes, of course!

DOCTOR

Here.

He presses a button on a remote.

SOPHIA

I can’t... it’s so hard... I... I...

We can hear the Doctor’s voice from offstage.

DOCTOR

Come on now... we can’t be here all day. You know what

you have to do...

SOPHIA

I’m still scared though! Mark, what about Mark...

DOCTOR

He’s not the one giving birth, Sophia. We are all

chosen to do our part.

SOPHIA

Our part!? Giving birth is... not a job...

DOCTOR

Doing jobs and doing jobs right is all we can do.

[beat]

SOPHIA gasps yet again and strains against the

bed.
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DOCTOR

You know what happens if you don’t...?

SOPHIA

I can do this, ok... just give me some more time...

more time...

MARK

(shouts)

No, no, I can’t see this.

MARK rushes at the doctor whilst the gasps of

labour continue.

MARK

(shouts)

How could you put so much pressure on her? Are you that

stupid...

The DOCTOR pushes the button and the video all

goes silent. MARK stops in his tracks.

DOCTOR

It’s a good thing I have some sympathy for your

weakness. I know you have potential, see.

[beat]

DOCTOR

Do you think you helped Sophia enough here?

MARK grabs at his head.

MARK

(voice raised)

What... I wasn’t allowed...

DOCTOR

I’m just concerned about how she was reacting in there.

MARK

It’s called birth, Doctor. Women experience pain. They

experience discomfort, fear. Surely you should know

that!

DOCTOR

The painkiller is the best one we have on the market.

We need to show women that they are in safe hands

during labour. We are not like... animals.

MARK

Hah! Like animals? The labour?
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DOCTOR

You know what I mean.

MARK

What, with your fancy little dials?

DOCTOR

I’m warning you...

MARK

So what went wrong then, when I wasn’t there?

[beat]

DOCTOR

Any pain she would have in there is uncertainty. Fear

of the future that was holding her back in the present.

Uncertainty due to maybe unity difficulties?

MARK

She hasn’t told me anything, alright?

DOCTOR

Uncertainty clouds things, makes things uncomfortable.

As supporter, you are meant to clarify and rectify the

problems of the breeder.

MARK

Yes. I got that memo a while back, Doctor.

[beat]

DOCTOR

I appear to have touched a nerve.

The DOCTOR walks off as if to leave, then turns

back.

DOCTOR

Communication is the key. That’s what humans have said

since the dawn of time, Mark.

MARK walks up to the SOPHIA, who is now lying in

the bed. He puts his hand up to the "glass", no

longer able to touch her.

BLACKOUT


